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Program Schedule* 
 
 
Thursday, October 22, 2015 
 
5:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.        Registration and Informal Reception 
                        Ball Scenic Reading Room – 4th Floor 
 
 
Friday, October 23, 2015 
 
7:30 a.m.- 8:45 a.m.             Registration and Breakfast 
                     Student Lounge 
 
 
8:45 a.m. - 9:00 a.m.                 Welcome 
               Dean Peter Letsou/Danny Schaffzin 

                                   Wade Auditorium 
 

 
9:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.                         Plenary I 
                     Wade Auditorium 
 

Teaching Cross-Cultural Competency: An Interdisciplinary Approach 
 

Cynthia Batt, Stetson University College of Law 
Wanda Lee, Ph. D., Professor, Department of Counseling, San Francisco State University 

Regina Thompson, J.D. Candidate, 2016, University of Memphis School of Law 
Carwina Weng, Indiana University Maurer School of Law 
Christina Zawisza, University of Memphis School of Law 

 
This opening plenary will feature a comparison of interdisciplinary methodologies for teaching cross- 
cultural competence skills in a clinical setting.  Presenters include:  a professor of counseling, three 
clinical professors, a former clinical professor who directs a non-profit, and a law student.  An opening 
exercise on identifying oneself as a culture being will be offered.  The professor of counseling will discuss 
the Awareness/Knowledge/Skills (A/K/S) triad used to train students in the counseling field.  Panelists 
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will discuss different approaches to teaching cross-cultural competency, including the importance of 
motivation, in relationship to the revered Five Habits:  Building Cross-Cultural Competence in Lawyers 
(Bryant/Peters).  The law student will reflect upon the usefulness of the methodologies presented.  
Ample time will be allotted for discussion among participants. 
 
 
10:30 a.m. - 10:45 a.m.           Break 
 
 
10:45 a.m. – 12:15 p.m.         Concurrent Sessions I 

      See Room Assignments Below 
 

Evaluating New Forms of Experiential Education Involving Real Legal Work: 
Focusing on Pedagogies of Race and Social Justice 

 
Claudia Angelos, New York University School of Law 

Phyllis Goldfarb George Washington University School of Law 
Laura Rovner, University of Denver Sturm College of Law 

Alex Scherr, University of Georgia School of Law 
Ann Shalleck, American University Washington College of Law 

 
Wade Auditorium 

 
This session will draw on methods and materials presented at the 2015 AALS Clinical Conference (“The 
New Normal and Our Pedagogical Mission”) to structure conversations about evaluating proposals for 
new experiential offerings.  Using these evaluation methods and materials, we will share experiences 
across law schools with new forms of experiential learning, and collectively analyze and evaluate these 
offerings. The goals of the structured process are to help clinicians: 
 

1) identify the benefits and risks of proposed new forms of experiential learning, including 
whether they promote reflection and self-understanding and how they address race and diversity 
issues;  

 
2) navigate the political and strategic challenges of deciding whether to endorse or oppose these 
proposals in various institutional settings; and 

 
3) when appropriate, strengthen new experiential offerings by sharing clinical teaching 
pedagogies that promote student learning about important individual and systemic issues that 
implicate race and social justice. 

 
Through facilitated conversations and exercises, participants will consider prospects for incorporating 
pervasive issues in clinical pedagogy--such as teaching about self, race, and social justice--into new forms 
of experiential education.   
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Taking a Look under the Hood: 
A Race and Law Scholar Helps our Clinics Fine Tune our Cultural Competence Training 

 
Rocky Cabagnot, Charlotte School of Law 
Fernando Nunez, Charlotte School of Law 

Christie Matthews, Charlotte School of Law 
 

Historic Courtroom 
 
This presentation will highlight the Charlotte School of Law’s (CSL) current effort to confront issues of 
race, diversity and privilege in clinical legal education.  With a new mandatory experiential education 
requirement, our students will be seeking live client clinics and other experiential education.  In response 
to demand, CSL has expanded its live client clinical offerings.  With this new demand for clinics, there 
comes an opportunity for progressive clinicians to intentionally confront issues of race, diversity and 
privilege with our students.  While Professors Cabagnot and Nunez have addressed these critical issues 
in their respective clinical programs, both believed it was time to consult with other Charlotte Law team 
members to ‘look under the hood’ of our clinical programs and help ‘fine tune’ our instructional materials 
regarding race, diversity and privilege. Assisting the two clinicians in this endeavor is CSL’s Race and 
Law scholar/expert – Professor Christie Matthews.  After reviewing both clinical programs, Prof. 
Matthews collaborated with the clinics and helped introduce new materials and student assessment tools 
to deal directly with these issues.  In this presentation, Prof. Matthews along with Prof. Cabagnot and 
Nunez will discuss the findings so far this semester and plans going forward.   
 
 

The Indignities of Language 
 

Margaret Drew, UMass School of Law 
Jeremiah Ho, UMass School of Law 

 
Room 244 

 
This workshop will address the ways in which harmful language seeps into our vocabulary and 
consciousness in everyday speech and in legal speak.  The discussion will address and go beyond micro 
aggressions.  We will challenge each other to examine the possible impact our words have on others, 
particularly on those who are vulnerable in our culture. The topic will be explored from perspectives of 
vulnerable populations.  We will discuss methodologies for introducing and sustaining difficult class and 
client discussions. 
 

 
Teaching Law Student Negotiators Ethical Collaborative Negotiation in 1 Hour Using “Are 

You an Ethical Attorney Negotiator?” – A Live Exercise based on the “American Pickers” 
Show! 

 
Shawn Leisinger, Washburn University School of Law 

 
Room 230 

 
This session is intended to serve as a live example of a creative way to teach law students negotiation 
ethics in an hour, and will be followed with a discussion of competitive versus cooperative/collaborative 
style and approach based on various diverse negotiator characteristics.  The presenter has developed the 
initial exercise as a continuing legal education program and has taught it to a variety of both practicing 
attorneys and law students.  From that, some interesting initial stylistic information has been observed, 
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especially related to gender.  He will discuss his experience in regards to approaches and outcomes with 
those myriad groups and audiences.  Law students can learn from the stylistic differences as well as 
contemplating the ethical issues raised. 
 
The first activity will blend an initial live negotiation exercise with discussion and application of ethical 
issues and related rules arising out of that exercise.  The initial exercise is based on the negotiation style 
and examples found on the “American Pickers” show and seeks to get participants to evaluate their 
personal negotiation style and how that affected the outcome of the “negotiation” session as compared to 
other participants.  Participants will be paired off for the first half of the session to negotiate and then a 
series of questions and related discussion will take the participants through the applicable legal ethical 
rules.  Participants will be challenged to contemplate whether they feel they complied or may need to 
adjust their style and negotiation tactics.   
 
No particular legal knowledge is necessary for the practice problem and participants will be asked to try 
to adopt the role they are assigned and use the negotiation style or approach that they would routinely 
use in a legal negotiation.   Initial discussion will focus on whether they opted to take a cooperative or 
competitive approach.  As a group we will also discuss whether being collaborative in working through 
the various options and solution scenarios affected the outcome of the negotiation.  The common and 
confidential role information will be handed out at the session with partners randomly assigned at that 
time. 

 
 
12:15 -1:45 p.m.                                     Lunch Program 
                      Wade Auditorium 
 

Living and Teaching the Civil Rights Movement in Memphis: A Look Back and Forward 
 

Panelists: Walter Bailey, Esquire 
                                                           Shirley Robertson 
        David Caywood, Esquire 
 

Moderator: Edward L. Stanton, III, United States Attorney for the Western District of Tennessee 
 
 

1:45 p.m. -3:15 p.m.                     Concurrent Sessions II 
            See Room Assignments Below 

 
Through the Eyes of Others: An Exploration of Methods to Raise Awareness of Implicit Bias 

and to Teach Cross-Cultural Effectiveness in the Externship Classroom 
 

Kendall Kerew, Georgia State University College of Law 
Kinda Abdus-Saboor, Georgia State University College of Law 

 
Room 127 

 
As reflected by the conference theme, recent events in Ferguson, Baltimore, and Charleston have brought 
into sharp focus the need for explicit discussion of issues of race and diversity as part of the law school 
experience, especially if law schools are going to succeed in their efforts to produce “practice ready” 
graduates. But acknowledging that need is just the beginning. We also must determine how best to start 
that conversation as part of each student’s clinical experience. 
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This session will focus on the specific opportunities and challenges of addressing implicit bias and cross-
cultural effectiveness in the externship classroom. As part of our new one-credit hour externship seminar, 
we have designed a class session to explicitly address this sensitive, but important, topic. We will identify 
our framework, specific teaching methods, and thought processes, especially as to opportunities and 
challenges.  As neophytes teaching in this area, we want to elicit feedback, promote discussion, and draw 
ideas from others who plan to or are already focusing on implicit bias and cross-cultural effectiveness in 
their clinical teaching.  
 
 

The Race of Place: Reflections of a Clinical Teacher 
 

Suzanne Penn, University of Arkansas at Little Rock William H. Bowen School of Law 
 

Room 230 
 

During the summer of 2015, I took four clinical students to a rural county in the Arkansas Delta to meet 
with family law clients and work on cases. Because I changed the geographical location of where I teach, 
and because I knew from my personal experience in this rural county that racism was closer to the 
surface in this place than in the county where I usually practice, I decided to include a class on Race, 
Community, and Poverty in Orientation. Although I always teach a class on stereotyping in clinic, I had 
never talked about race directly in orientation or class before. After the summer 2015 clinic was over, I 
reflected on why it took a change of place to make me incorporate a class on race into my clinical 
teaching.  
 
I intend to share my reflections and experiences from the summer with the students and the clients. I 
intend to share some student feedback on the class, and I intend to share some examples of how I talked 
to the students about race and racism in the Arkansas Delta.  I will also try some role playing 
exercises that I did not feel ready to try on the law students this summer. 
 

 
Using Video Vignettes for Training Law Students 

 
Peter Hoffman, Elon University School of Law 

Kevin Ruser, University of Nebraska School of Law 
 

Room 233 
 

Clinical teachers face two ongoing challenges, one short-term and one extending for the entire length of 
the clinical course: 1) how best to train students in essential lawyering skills, and 2) how to effectively 
prepare students for the tasks they must perform in the clinical setting.   
 
We are proposing a presentation on the use of video as a method for preparing students for upcoming 
clinical tasks such as a court appearance and for training students in essential clinical lawyering skills.  
The first illustration presents a series of video vignettes on taking and defending depositions.  Preparing 
a student to conduct or defend a deposition can be either a short-term task or a long-term task if one of 
the clinical objectives is to prepare student in pretrial litigation skills.  The second illustration is a set of 
videos on commonly occurring courtroom proceedings students are likely to encounter during their time 
in the clinic.  Examples of such experiences are a motion to set child support and a non-contested divorce 
proceeding.   
 
The presentation will also discuss how the tapes can be prepared inexpensively and the most effective 
uses of them with the students.    
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3:15-3:30               Break 
 
 
3:30-5:00 Works-In-Progress Sessions        See Room Assignments Below 

 
WIP Session I – Room 127 

 
Underserved Families Are Not Served by Family Court: 
How the U.S. Can Better Support Family Relationships 

Dale Margolin Cecka, University of Richmond School of Law 
 

Discussant: Kelly Terry, University of Arkansas at Little Rock William H. Bowen School of Law 
 

Unmarried people of color are forced to petition the lowest courts in the state for basic domestic relations 
matters, namely custody, visitation, paternity, and child support.  Married, predominantly white families 
have access to higher courts, which generally follow more stringent rules, are courts of record, and cater 
to attorneys. They are also less likely to go to court at all because of options such as collaborative divorce 
and mediation.  At this point, most states are far from doing away with this two-tier system. In the 
meantime, disenfranchised families continue to be disserved by lower courts which create unnecessary 
conflict, and are overburdened and ill equipped to act as social service agencies.  This paper will examine 
two potential alternatives for disenfranchised families: legal actions, such as habeas petitions, that can 
enable them, when necessary, to gain access to higher courts, and other community-based avenues that 
all families can use to resolve domestic relations matters.  Australia’s Family Relationship Centres and 
National Family Relationship hotline, in particular, will be examined for their applicability to the U.S. The 
paper will conclude with a call for returning courts to their proper role in dispensing justice to families 
when necessary, and for localities to take concrete steps which support relationships, so families don’t 
always have to go to court. 
 

 
The Immigration Hotel 

Virgil Wiebe, St. Thomas University School of Law 
 

Discussant: Donna Harkness, University of Memphis School of Law 
 

Complete draft posted on SSRN:. http://ssrn.com/abstract=2528343  

The image of a hotel with each floor representing different immigration statuses provides a way to 
introduce readers to the confounding immigration system we have in the United States.  The “hotel” 
explains how one gets into the system (the admissions process), and also how one gets kicked out 
(through various forms of removal proceedings). Analogies to different forms of eviction allow for 
parallels as well, depending on the nature of the “floor” (e.g. hotel room, apartment, or condo) and the 
legal status of the person being removed (temporary traveler, renter/lease holder, home owner).  
 
Drawing on property law allows for different floors to represent different types of immigration status. 
Citizenship occupies the top floor and is akin to ownership. Legal permanent residency occupies the 
apartment floor, with occupants tied to “leases.”   Hotel rooms are reserved for temporary non-
immigrant visa holders. The sanctuary is a place for refugees, survivors of crimes and human trafficking, 
unaccompanied children, and others. The lobby serves not only as the admissions entry point, but also as 
a place of legal limbo (sort of like an easement).  Finally, the basement holds those without status. The 
cellar or dungeon is immigration detention.  
 
The building analogy proves durable as an explanatory heuristic (e.g., “citizenship is like ownership”) 
and as a way to explore history. Parallels between the history of property real ownership protection 
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(through the use of restrictive covenants) and the history of immigration regulation (such as the Chinese 
Exclusion Acts) illustrate how the analogy can raise social justice issues. 
 
 

WIP Session II – Room 230 
 

Embracing Time and Place: 
Therapeutic Jurisprudence and the Civil Rights Movement in Memphis 

Christina Zawisza, University of Memphis School of Law 
 

Discussant: Kendall Kerew, Georgia State University College of Law 
 
“The places where we work and live have a spirit, a spirit that enters the present by reminding us of our 
past and anticipating our future…the ‘genius loci.” (John Nivala).  This Work in Progress adds “A Sense 
of Time and Place” and “The Genius Loci” to the developing body of therapeutic jurisprudence (TJ) 
principles. It examines the events of the Downtown Memphis Corridor that was ground zero in the civil 
rights movement.  These places upon which the law school community now walks are sacred.  From the 
Law School’s historic courtroom that was the scene of many civil rights cases and the hearings of the U. S. 
Commission on Civil Rights in the 1960’s, to the state courthouse in which sit-in demonstrators were tried 
and James Earl Ray was sentenced, to the streets that the sanitation workers marched, and the famous 
Lorraine Motel in which Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. died, the 38103 Zip Code in Memphis informs our 
present and our future. This paper traces the history of those civil rights lawsuits and the times in which 
they took place.  It then applies TJ techniques:  Reframing the Temper of Time; Honoring the Heroes and 
Heroines (the Altruists); and Applying Procedural Justice (remembering the past, giving voice, listening 
with respect, and looking to the future). 

 
Mapping the Reflective Relationship: How Clinicians Relate to Students about Student Reflection 

Alex Scherr, University of Georgia School of Law 
 

Discussant: Meta Copeland, Mississippi College School of Law 
 

The idea focuses on what I'm calling the "reflective relationship": the relationship between clinician and 
student about the student's reflection. I have come to believe that the nature of that relationship is an 
important determinant in how successfully the student develops their capacity for reflection in a clinic. 
But the relationship is an odd one: not exactly a supervisor–supervisee relationship in a law practice and 
not exactly a therapist-client relationship either or a pastor-church member or mentor-mentee 
relationship either, although it has aspects of all of those. I'd like to talk about how to define that 
relationship more clearly, and how to develop language, assumptions, and boundaries appropriate for a 
clinician helping a student to become more reflective.  
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WIP Session III – Room 226 
 

Bridging the Justice Gap in Family Law: Repurposing Federal IV-D Funding to Expand 
Community Based Legal and Social Services for Families 

Lisa Martin, Catholic University Columbus School of Law 
 

Discussant: Margaret Drew, UMass School of Law 
 

The outcomes of child support proceedings have profound, long-term constitutional and financial 
implications for parents; yet, litigants rarely understand their procedural or substantive rights.  All fifty 
states have child support enforcement agencies (known as “IV-D” agencies, after the provision of the 
Social Security Act that governs them), which are funded and closely regulated by the federal Office of 
Child Support Enforcement (OCSE).  IV-D agencies’ primary functions are to determine paternity, 
establish child support, and enforce support orders in cases involving low-income families.  In carrying 
out these functions, IV-D agencies create a role for the state in family law disputes that traditionally have 
been considered private matters.  As a result of the serious shortage of free or low cost legal services in 
the family law realm, in many states’ child support courtrooms today, pro se parents routinely face off 
against experienced attorneys representing the interests of the state in matters addressing fundamental 
issues of private family law.  
 
OCSE has been working to reorient the IV-D mission from cost recapture and punitive enforcement to 
encourage more non-legal supports for families.  Although well-intentioned, this rebranding has led to 
proposals that would further increase government involvement in low-income families and decrease 
access to justice for parents, by, for example, mandating that all state initiated child support orders 
address visitation.  Rather than further enlarging the functions of the government child support 
apparatus, it is time to pause and reevaluate the appropriate role for IV-D agencies.  This paper will 
recommend streamlining of the “IV-D” federal and state child support structure to those functions that 
best align with the government’s interests and expertise, and instead channeling state and federal 
funding to expand community based legal and social services for families.   

 
 

Collaboration and Intention:  Making the Family Collaborative Law Process Safe(r) 
Margaret Drew, UMass School of Law 

 
Discussant: Lisa Martin, Catholic University Columbus School of Law 

 
Since the beginning of the collaborative family law movement, commentators from various professions 
have discouraged collaborative lawyers from accepting cases involving intimate partner abuse.  The 
collaborative process, with its face to face meetings and emphasis on transparency and good faith, carries 
with it many risks for the partner who has been abused and who is attempting to end the relationship 
with the abusive partner.   There may be occasions, however, when the at-risk partner believes that the 
collaborative process will enhance her safety or at least provide her with less exposure for future harm 
than other resolution processes.  This article will explore whether there is any circumstance under which 
the collaborative lawyer should consider accepting a domestic abuse case into the collaborative system of 
resolution. 
 
Historically, domestic violence lawyers have favored the dual track of litigation and negotiation.  While 
no system assures safety, serious questions remain whether the collaborative process can be safe under 
any circumstances for those who experienced abuse.  Before making that determination, the collaborative 
lawyer must do what most family law lawyers have failed to do.  The lawyer must make a commitment 
to study and understand the dynamics of intimate partner abuse.  Without proficiency in understanding 
intimate partner abuse (domestic violence), and the intention of prioritizing safety for the client who has 
experienced abuse, the collaborative lawyer cannot validly assess a client’s future risk, particularly with 
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an alternative dispute process.  The article will address the ethical and practical issues that confront the 
collaborative lawyer when a case involves abuse and suggest remedies that can make the process safer.   

 
 
6:00-8:00 p.m.         Town Hall and Reception 
                   National Civil Rights Museum 

 
Confronting Issues of Race and Diversity Within the Legal Academy: 

A Town Hall Discussion at The National Civil Rights Museum 
 

Moderators: Bryan Adamson, Seattle University School of Law 
                  Alex Scherr, University of Georgia School of Law 

 
 

 
Saturday, October 24 
 
8:00 a.m. -8:45 a.m.          Breakfast 
              Student Lounge 
 
 
8:45 a.m. -10:15 a.m.           Concurrent Sessions III 

       See Room Assignments Below 
 

The Case for Intellectual Diversity in Clinical Legal Education 
 

Jodi S. Balsam, Brooklyn Law School 
Adam Babich, Tulane University Law School 

Anthony T. “Tom” Caso, Chapman University Dale E. Fowler School of Law 
Elizabeth Kregor, University of Chicago School of Law 

 
Room 127 

 
Students across the political spectrum seek the experiential learning and public service opportunities that 
clinics offer.  And now faced with experiential education mandates, all law students must engage with 
clinics.  But many may be put off by the value judgments and political viewpoints currently embedded in 
most law school clinics.  Such students turn to externships or the growing number of transactional law 
clinics as “apolitical” alternatives that are focused on legal training, not indoctrination into a perceived 
progressive agenda.  
 
This session will address expanding clinical offerings to serve clients and causes that represent a greater 
diversity of viewpoints, including conservative and libertarian views.  A handful of clinics are already 
doing this, advocating for:  property rights, economic liberty, religious freedom, and originalist 
constitutional claims.  Access to justice concerns are equally prevalent here, as are the learning 
opportunities for students.  One goal of such clinics is to engage a broader range of students in lifelong 
commitment to public service and the promotion of justice, fairness and morality in law.   
 
The panelists will discuss the efficacy of their clinics in terms of providing intellectual diversity and 
advancing the goals of clinical education, including both the public service mission and skills training.   
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Using Simulations to Examine Assumptions About Race, Gender, and Other Characteristics 
 

Beth Schwartz, Fordham University School of Law 
 

Room 226 
 

This session will address some of the ways in which faculty can prompt students to examine their 
assumptions and biases about race, gender, and other issues related to diversity in a lawyering skills 
simulation course.  Examples of role-play materials specifically designed to engage students in these 
issues and to raise bias awareness will be provided and discussed.  We will also look at the benefits of 
using professional actors to perform in the client role in a variety of in-class exercises and recorded 
simulations of client interviewing and counseling.  Working with actors of different genders, ages, and 
ethnicities creates opportunities for students to compare and contrast their own performances in the role 
of lawyer.  In this way, we hope to help students gain valuable insights about the expectations they have 
regarding certain clients and the fact that their assumptions are usually based on the “majority” reality.  

 
 

What if Eric Garner Had Lived? The Routine Detention and Conviction of Black Defendants 
 

John Gross, University of Alabama School of Law 
 

Room 230 
 

What if Eric Garner had lived? By examining what would have happened to Eric Garner if he had 
survived his arrest we can clearly see the structure of our current criminal justice system, a system that 
has evolved to the point where the arrest, detention and conviction of minority suspects is routine and 
where police behavior is almost never subject to meaningful scrutiny. The Garner case reveals to us how 
the Supreme Court has interpreted the Fourth Amendment for the benefit of police officers; how through 
the lens of the Fourth Amendment they see the arrest of Eric Garner and the use of force against him as a 
reasonable seizure. 

 
 

Unpacking the Carpet Bag 
 

Melina Healey, Loyola University Chicago School of Law 
Anne Hornsby, University of Alabama School of Law 

Robert Lancaster, Louisiana State University Law Center 
 

Room 244 
 
We will explore the Mason Dixon line as it affects legal clinic instruction. Clinical teaching jobs are 
increasingly temporary, and for the legal world, uniquely mobile.  These jobs bring folks to unfamiliar 
states and regions for short periods of time--including, commonly, Yankee legal professionals at Southern 
law schools.  This raises a host of cross-cultural considerations for the teacher’s relationships with 
students/clients/institution/community/local court system.  With requisite good humor, we will 
unpack stereotypes, work through a few prepared scenarios as a group, discuss our own experiences 
navigating this aspect of clinical education, and consider the important regional differences in 
approaching racial justice and reform.  We also aim to explore more generally what one reveals to 
students about one’s own biases, limitations, and uncertainties, particularly as a professional in an 
unfamiliar landscape.  Join us, y'all. 
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10:15-10:30                   Break 
 
 
10:30 a.m. -12:00 p.m.                 Plenary II 
                   Wade Auditorium 

 
With/out Prejudice, With/out Privilege 

 
Bryan Adamson, Seattle University School of Law 

Russell Gabriel, University of Georgia School of Law 
Brendan Roediger, St. Louis University School of Law 
Paula Williams, University of Tennessee School of Law 

 
Our closing plenary is about taking risks, shedding biases and owning privileges so to better examine 
how we talk about race in and outside of the classroom. Even for the most learned and competent 
clinicians, talking about race and racism is difficult. Many of us feel ill-equipped to engage students, 
clients, community members, and even each other in those vital conversations. Our own gender, age, 
race, orientation, socio-economic status,  geography, history and other characteristics inform how we 
think about these matters, and it is important to consider those human dimensions of others whom we 
want and need to engage. Panelists will address the #BlackLivesMatter movement, their clinical work, 
and the risks they’ve taken in examining their own cultural and racial filters so to more conscientiously, 
ethically, and morally engage with their students, clients and community partners. From there, through 
an intensive interactive phase, this session will ask audience members to take risks by acknowledging our 
own biases, as well as our strengths. In closing, we will then use that acknowledgment to shape and 
develop meaningful conversations about race and racism, with takeaways that we can all use going 
forward.  
 

12:00 p.m. - 12:30 p.m.                      Closing Session 
                    Wade Auditorium	  


